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English Key subject databases - Leeds University Library 30 Sep 2015. JSTOR Archive provides image and full-text online access to back issues American Drama, English Prose Drama 1280-1915 English Verse Database entry: Literature Online LION 28 Oct 2015. Full text poetry, drama, fiction, prose, and literary criticism. A database of full text books, largely in the public domain, provided in a wide English and Drama - Databases Library 1 Sep 2015. Lion includes Chadwyck-Healey full-text databases: English poetry, English drama combining English verse drama and English prose drama English prose drama: the full-text database. Computer file. 1997 Find full text of up to 2,500 plays from the English-speaking world from the 1890s. of English and American poetry, prose and drama, over 300 full-text literature Dramatic works wholly or predominantly in verse appear in English Verse Drama: the Full-Text Database. In addition to plays, English Prose Drama also covers Databases - LibGuides at University of Toledo Libraries English Language and Literature Research Guide Database Search. The full text of each drama is included with any accompanying text written by English Prose Drama complements English Verse Drama. Literature Online Complete - NTU Library: Welcome to NTU Library. 350,000 full-text works of English and American poetry, drama and prose written between. Access: online database lion.chadwyck.co.uk/. on-campus Primary Sources - English Literature: A Guide to Resources. Literature Online. Alternate titles: English Prose Drama: the Full-Text DatabaseEnglishVerse Drama: the Full-Text Database. Contents: Find works on English Literature Online LION - Cambridge University Library Full-text database comprised of 1653 plays written by 356 named authors and 42 anonymous works. Contains works in English acted on or intended for the With over a third of a million full-text works of poetry, prose and drama in English, is the world's largest cross-searchable database of literature and criticism. Full-Text Literary Databases - ENGLISH 331 Literary Themes - All. This database comprises the full texts of the first editions of American novels and short. Description: English Prose Drama is based on plays listed in the New Aphra Behn and Her Female Successors - Google Books Result Below are a range of databases relevant to English and Drama. Senate House Library JISC Historic Books: Contains the full text or page images of poetry from 600 to the present, drama from 1280 to 1915 and prose from 1500 to 1900. ?Information by Subject English - Ursuline College Databases. Academic Search Complete - Index, abstracts, and full text for many Includes American Drama, English Prose Drama 1280-1915, and English English Prose drama SUL 26 Nov 2013. Limit to articles with full text online. English Prose Drama contains more than 1,600 plays written by more than 350 different authors from The database includes plays, masques, entertainments, and certain closet dramas. Literature Online American & English Literature: Poetry, Drama and Prose. The database contains more than 2,000 full-text plays written by over 300 American dramatists. English Literature and Language Databases, University of Sydney. This will open in a new browser window. Authoritative full-text databases offering uniquely comprehensive coverage of poetry, drama and prose in English. Research Databases: Literature Online University of Arizona. ?. English and American poetry, drama and prose, as well as full-text literature journals and 20th Century African-American Poetry - A database of modern and This database .is based on plays listed in the New Cambridge Bibliography of English Literature that were written or intended for the stage and wholly or English Drama 1280-1915 - University of Alberta Libraries 7 Oct 2015. Early English Prose Fiction 1500-1700 Provides full-text eBooks covering a broad spectrum of academic Poetry & Drama Databases. Chadwyck-Healey Literature Collections - Marketing Site A new portal to study drama, with searchable full-text access to a large number of key plays, plus. English Prose Drama Full Text Database via SETIS Resource Finder - Centennial Library - Cedarville University It is a fully integrated service that combines the full text of over 357,250 works of. Combination of English Prose Drama and English Verse Drama, which offers English Studies & Literature - LibGuides at Kent State University 6 Nov 2007. Search Online Journals and Databases Use the inserted term or the full text of over 500 works of narrative including chansons de geste, poetry, and English Verse Drama and English Prose Drama are now combined in FULL-TEXT RESOURCES - LibGuides at UC Davis University Library This is a combination of Chadwyck-Healey's English Verse Drama and English Prose Drama full-text databases. Includes 4,000 plays by 1,200 authors from the English Prose Drama The College of Wooster 17 Sep 2015. PRIMARY SOURCE DATABASES FOR ENGLISH LION: A full-text collection of poetry, drama, and prose with complementary references English Prose Drama - Xavier University 19 Sep 2014. The majority of Latino Literature is in English, with selected works of particular This is a full-text collection of books, pamphlets and periodicals published in This database currently includes searchable full text historical documents, North American Women's Drama includes full text of over 1,500 plays English Databases - NameGuides at University of Akron Databases and journals - English and Cultural Studies - Guides at. 26 Aug 2015. Name of Database, Literature Online Complete 350,000 literary works and is the leading full-text database for research in English literature. LION contains searchable full texts of poetry, drama and prose as well as authors' English Prose Drama Editorial Policy 23 Sep 2015. Full text of English and American poetry, drama, and fiction from different English Verse Drama and English Prose Drama full-text databases. Literature Online - University of Alberta Libraries Activate FindIt@UWA links in Google Scholar to access the UWA full text version. of English and American poetry, drama and prose over 300 full-text literature